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Executive summary  
 
St John’s Darlington is an ambitious church with emerging plans for its future. It benefits 
from being in control of its repair liability and it is making a small annual surplus, 
demonstrating a sound financial basis (although its reserves are small). The planning 
going into the future of the church is gathering momentum (it is early days) and the 
project team should continue to engage the wider congregation in the planning and 
development to ensure their ownership.  
 
New opportunities, like the Science Park and new housing developments, should be 
explored and new partnerships developed. This will help generate new ideas. The church 
benefits from reasonable existing facilities and therefore has an opportunity to do more 
within its existing capabilities. New facilities and re-ordering shouldn’t be seen as a 
panacea for engaging new people and new activities could be developed now; and the 
participants will be able to inform new activities too. Further evidence as to what is 
needed (and why) in terms of physical changes should be generated to inform any design 
briefs.       
 
The executive summary provides a view on the priority actions for the church and PCC. 
These have been summarised into short, medium and long term actions. They should be 
read alongside the full report and ideally the actions recommended within the document 
should all be addressed through an action plan – but the following are seen as the most 
important priorities. An appendix provides links to further guidance on the specific 
reports and processes suggested and, where possible, relevant examples.    
 
The PCC is encouraged to discuss these recommendations and come to an agreed view 
on the priorities. An important outcome should be the implementation of the actions in 
this executive summary. Actions are more defined in the short and medium term, 
because as the project evolves different actions will arise from the earlier work.      
 
Short term   
 

 Consultation should be undertaken with the congregation and church users about 
project to help frame core objectives. As this is the start of the project these can 
be quite broad – better interpreting the story of St John’s, increasing community 
activity at St John’s, increasing income – and further detail and defined activities 
can be included later. Agreeing some core aims (these can change over time) will 
enable discussions, internally and externally, to begin. 

 Create a formal governance structure for the project – project team, leads for 
important areas, details of how the congregation can become involved - and 
communicate this to the congregation. Transparency will reduce uncertainty. 

 Create a stakeholder / partnership list and begin to discuss the project with 
partners, particularly the developers of the housing estate, the new science centre 
opposite the church and potential delivery partners. Important questions to ask: 
‘Would you use new facilities at the church? Or support/deliver community 
activities there?’   

 Prepare architect’s brief to begin implementation of disabled access and lobby / 
entrance improvements.  

 
Medium term   
 

 Develop a communications plan to keep people and partners engaged with the 
project.   

 Prepare plans for disabled access to main door and seek faculty and funding. 
 As project objectives and activities become more defined, undertake further 

consultation (e.g. an open day) with the congregation, but, equally importantly, 
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with the local community and target audiences. Be creative about the format, use 
partners to help and put on food! Make it about fun, not surveys; but keep a record 
of the feedback and take lots of good photos of people enjoying themselves 
(important for funding bids).  

 Prepare your Statements of Need to support the objectives and Statement of 
Significance to test impacts of proposals.  

 Agree an initial preferred option(s) for the project and remove ideas that are now 
considered out of the scope of your proposals. The preferred option should offer 
a clear vision of how mission, income, heritage and other objectives will be 
delivered.   

 If possible, use some funding to engage an architect and quantity surveyor to 
develop outline designs (RIBA Stage 1) and costs that will deliver your preferred 
option. Consult DAC, planners, amenity societies and others as necessary.      

 Begin formal enquiries with funding partners about the project and your ideas. Use 
feedback to further refine the proposals. 

 Establish a fundraising group and agree a fundraising plan.   
 

Longer term 
 

 Begin submitting fundraising bids. 
 Test new activities with the community.  
 Finalise applications for faculty 
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1. Church - key information  

 

Diocese:  Durham Local Authority:  Darlington Borough Council 

Postcode: DL1 4AB Heritage Status: Grade II 

Full listing description available here 

Key Contact:   Revd Sheilagh Williamson 

 

 
2. General Context  

2.1. Background history  

Highlights from Grade II listing description: 
 

 A ‘well-proportioned early Victorian Gothic Revival church’ in severe Early 
English style; 

 Provides a ‘very fine architectural presence’, and is an important local 
landmark; 

 Impressive interior with ‘remarkable scissor-braced roof’ ; 
 Retains ‘extensive collection’ of original C19 fixtures and fittings; 
 Reflects Darlington’s C19 growth and the ‘particular connection with George 

Hudson, an important figure in railway history’. 
 
St John’s is located within the market town of Darlington, the ‘gateway’ to the Tees Valley 
and North East region.  With a current population of around 110,000, the town underwent 
dramatic expansion in the C19 with the arrival of railway workers from the York and 
Newcastle Railway company.  Economically, Darlington is moving away from an historic 
reliance on manufacturing to a more diverse base, including specialist engineering, 
service sector, and public sector employment.  Its accessibility, with good rail, road and air 
links, together with its ‘market town character’ is seen as a major draw for high quality 
employment and tourism. 

 

2.2. Location  

The site occupies a prominent corner site at the junction of Neasham Road and Yarm 
Road, on the eastern edge of the town centre, close to the railway station. St John’s is, in 
fact, known as the Railwaymen’s Church and was built to serve the growing population 
associated with the construction of the railway. The original design incorporated a spire 
on top of the tower. Reasons for non-completion vary, but cost and structural capacity 
are mooted as possible reasons. 

 
The building itself consists of a traditional plan form with a rectangular nave, side aisles, 
chancel with clergy vestry and organ chamber abutting the chancel, west entrance porch 
and tall north tower housing a peal of eight bells. Construction of the church was 
completed in 1849 and opened under licence on 3rd January 1850.  

  
The East Darlington community is one of the poorest and most deprived in the town. 
 
2.3. Area demographic  

2.3.1. Overview 

St John’s serves the Bank Top Ward, one of the four most deprived wards in Darlington.   
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The ward is the focus of the following concerns: 
 

 Health and social care of an ageing population;  
 Poor life expectancy (especially for men); 
 High levels of smoking and binge drinking;  
 High rates of unemployment; 
 Rising numbers of primary-school-age children combined with poor Early 

Years education attainment. 
 

2.3.2. Needs 

Within Bank Top Ward and across Darlington as a whole the following needs have been 
identified: 

 
 Offering better support to Darlington’s ageing population; 
 Addressing widening inequality between wards; 
 Providing employment skills and training for those out of work or in low-paid 

jobs; 
 Addressing low but sustained pressure for new housing and renewal of housing 

stock through development of brownfield sites; 
 Improving health education (especially for men); 
 Tackling mental health as cause and effect of poverty. 

 

2.3.3. Opportunities 

Based on Darlington’s Core Strategy and other local initiatives, the area served by St 
John’s is well-positioned to benefit from the following opportunities: 

 
 The church is immediately to the east of the ‘town centre fringe’, close to one 

of the ‘Areas for Regeneration and Improvement of Existing Housing’ within 
Darlington’s Core Strategy; 

 A number of wider business initiatives are being developed as part of the 
flagship regeneration project for Tees Valley, Central Park, including CPI’s 
National Biologics Manufacturing Centre which is a potential partner for local 
community activities and training; 

 The council is committed to accommodating the local traveller community, 
identifying the Neasham Road site (near St John’s) as one of two existing sites 
that may be expanded before developing further sites; 

 Darlington boasts a number of specialist engineering firms which may be 
interested in supporting efforts to promote St John’s links to the town’s railway 
heritage. 

 
 
3. Heritage  

3.1. Needs  

Overall the church is in good structural repair; however the church’s infrastructure and 
services are not adequate to meet the demand for the events and services seen as vital 
to making the church sustainable in the future.  

The boundary retaining walls are causing concern and will need repair; the walls are the 
responsibility of the local authority and should be repaired as soon as possible.  
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Disabled access to the church is a major issue, (there has recently been an accident as a 
result of poor access), as is the closed appearance that the doors create when they are 
shut. The PCC wishes to achieve a much more open presence on Neasham Road and 
Yarm Road e.g. lighting the tower.  

Overall there is a need to look at how the church creates a welcoming appearance to 
visitors.  

Quinquennial Inspection minor works are in hand and generally the PCC is on top of the 
cyclical repair needs of the church.  

3.2. Opportunities  

If the church were able to address the above needs there is felt to be considerable 
potential to develop a café church and to host exhibitions and concerts and many other 
activities. The PCC feels that the success of events like the ‘Christmas Journey’ 
demonstrates what is possible. More of these events will see the heritage of St John’s 
shared with the wider community. 

The PCC sees the potential for the heritage story to be developed in terms of: 

 The Railwaymen’s Church – including the story of John Hudson, the railway developer; 
 The heritage of the local traveller community;  
 Links to the heritage story of historic local industries. 

A basic history and illustrations of the church are currently being compiled.  Once ready 
this will benefit from digitization and an improved website to display it on.  

The inclusion of the church in the newly designated Park Street Conservation Area is an 
opportunity to develop the heritage offer. 

 
4. Mission and purpose   

4.1. Needs  

St John’s has a significant ministry to the elderly and carries out a large number of 
baptisms (approximately 80), funerals (100) and weddings (20) each year.  However, the 
building is considered unattractive and unsuitable for teenagers and young adults.  St. 
John’s C of E Academy attends the church regularly but because there is no raised area or 
large space at the front of the church it is difficult to see children who are taking part in 
performances.   

There is a need for disabled access and greater space and flexibility in the main worship 
space, and the need to provide staging for performances at the front of the church. 
Heating improvements and draught proofing are also both considered essential to 
creating a more welcoming space, together with the creation of a flexible meeting space 
and servery.  

Whilst there is a Sunday School at St John’s, there is currently a significant gap in respect 
of activities for older youngsters. 

4.2. Opportunities  

Addressing these needs will offer the opportunity to: 

 Explore the setting up of Café church; 
 Carry out more work with schools (staging is seen as an important element of the 

potential here); 
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 Expand ministry to teenagers: youth mission consultation in Darlington may bring 
opportunities for young people at St John’s, not necessarily Christian specific;   

 Expand ministry to the elderly: there are a number of care homes in the area and 
there is the potential to connect via e.g. dementia projects and local charities such 
as Age UK;  

 Expand ministry and fellowship to men within the congregation 
 Bible stories and heritage story-telling clubs;  
 Making the most of the contact with the c. 2,000 who come in to church each 

month!  

 
5. Community  

5.1. Needs  

Although the church has some ‘hall’ / meeting space facilities these are squeezed onto 
the site and are small and constrained in size and height. To open up the church to wider 
community use, improvements in the facilities are considered essential. 

Lack of parking on site and the unauthorised use of the limited parking that is available are 
considered another constraint. 

5.2. Opportunities  

Eastbourne Methodist Church has recently closed, leaving a gap in local facilities. The 
PCC feel that improvements to the facilities at St John’s will lead to opportunities to 
expand the use of the church, but only when flexible space, staging, heating and a servery 
are installed. This assumption – that use is restrained by the lack of facilities – should be 
tested through further consultation and research. Projects often identify building 
constraints as the sole reason for holding back use of the church, but it can equally be a 
case of not developing activities people want to participate in or a lack of marketing. 
These factors should be considered too.  

The opportunities for St John’s include: 

 The residential and commercial developments opposite the church on Yarm Road 
are key opportunities for the church, both in terms of mission development, 
funding towards community development and practical sharing of parking; 

 Developing uniformed organisations’ activities - Guides and Brownies/Scouts;  
 Expanding bell ringing activities in the eight-peal tower; 
 Expanding the relationship with St John’s C of E Academy; 
 Expanding Knit and Natter and lunch clubs for the elderly; 
 Developing the church’s involvement in the local Food Bank; 
 Developing coffee mornings and clothes exchanges; 
 Exhibitions and performances. 

 
6. Capacity  

This appears a particular strength of the St John’s project:  support includes church-goers 
and non-church-goers. The project steering group also appears relatively unified in their 
view of the need for the project and its aims.   
 
Finding people to help develop the project is thought not to be difficult and the existing 
volunteers are willing to ask others to get involved. This shows a healthy attitude to 
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securing participation from the wider congregation and demonstrates a willingness to 
devolve responsibility beyond the steering group. There is a good, varied skill set amongst 
the project group, including fundraising and project management skills. The vicar, 
Sheilagh Williamson, is a good delegator but also happy to provide overall leadership for 
the project – this should help to get things done.  
 
7. Adaptability  
 
The listing of the church should not affect proposals, as they currently appear relatively 
modest in scope. However, the project is at an early stage and no design work has been 
developed. Consultation with the DAC and other relevant parties should begin once there 
are proposals.  

There are a lot of pews in the church, more than is needed for the worshipping 
congregation, and they are felt to restrict flexible use. If considering removing some of the 
pews the project team should be clear on how they are restricting current and planned 
activities. There are a number of changes in levels in the church, which can be difficult for 
everyone but particularly people with disabilities.     

There is currently restricted space for meetings, community activities and social events. 

Externally, lack of provision for parking is considered an issue. 

8. Project  

8.1. Vision  

The vision for the project is still being developed, but a draft vision has been put forward: 

‘A church that is better suited to meet and fulfil our mission aims and also meet the needs 
of the faith and wider community both now and in the years to come.’  

8.2. Ideas and options   

The PCC has a variety of ideas and options that should be explored prior to settling on a 
preferred option.  
 
Use and activities ideas have been explored in 3.2 and 5.2 and include a range of 
community and heritage ideas. Providing space for other local charities and social 
enterprises and partnering with them in delivering services should also be explored.  
 
Once there is a clearer sense of the new activities, an updated ‘Statement of Need’ 
should be developed. At this point the following adaptations to the building may need to 
be considered: 

 Provide disabled access to church; 
 Include a servery and disabled toilet;  
 Possible screening off of the back of the church to create a social space; 
 A mezzanine floor is a further possibility or alternatively extending the present 

vestry/social space and providing access to it from the back of the church;  
 Make the heating more effective and improve energy efficiency, particularly by 

creating a lobby to the main entrance; 
 Running costs should be carefully considered in the development of any new spaces;  
 Creating more discreet storage space as an alternative to using the base of tower;  
 Providing a better sound system to help with performances and music events;  
 Staging at the front (demountable);  
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 Pew reordering - although large events (funerals etc.) require the seating capacity that 
pews provide;  

 Moving the font from the back to the front of church; 
 Giving the church a more ‘open’ appearance to Neasham Road and Yarm Road. 

9. Funding potential  

Initial design work has been undertaken on the internal entrance lobby but not on other 
aspects of the proposals. However there are no costings available as yet for any of the 
project ideas. The church has limited reserves; careful consideration will need to be given 
to the funding of development work.  

But the project has demonstrated it is thinking about how to create an appealing project 
for funders. Consultation has been undertaken as part of the project and there is a 
commitment to continuing this throughout the project’s development. Being able to 
demonstrate this commitment to funders is very helpful.  

The church has the potential (and has demonstrated its existing commitment) to target 
some hard-to-reach audiences, e.g. the traveller community, and work and consultation 
with these audiences will help to strengthen the bid’s appeal. 

There is the potential to explore partnering with developers active in the area, even if only 
in terms of providing limited contributions eg sponsoring the Christmas nativity scene on 
the church frontage. Widening the network of partners could help to bring in fresh ideas.  

10. People resources 

This appears to be a particular strength of the project, with a good range of people 
currently involved: clergy, members of the PCC and congregation and individuals from the 
wider community who already use the building. The members of the PCC recognise that 
they do not yet have all the skills and knowledge they need but they do have some 
extremely capable, knowledgeable and enthusiastic people. 

More could be done to consult with and bring in new users and organisations. The 
developments across the road from St John’s present a real opportunity to generate new 
use of the church and to bring new ideas into the future development of the site. 

 
11. Income potential  

A number of regular big events (funerals, baptisms) are held at the church but the lack of 
facilities means the church loses out on catering for these occasions. By developing 
better facilities and partnerships with caterers (possibly Darlington College Catering 
Department), St John’s could capture more spend from the existing events and also 
develop more social events. The lack of other good facilities in the area will help St John’s 
to fill gaps in the local offer.  

Research into the income potential and needs of these different income streams should 
be undertaken as part of the development work. 

As the church is currently making a small annual surplus the potential income streams 
should help to strengthen the sustainability of St John’s. Any facilities improvements 
should be considered for their impact on the revenue costs of the church, to ensure they 
do not add unaffordable fixed costs.   

12. Key risks  

A minority of the congregation are fearful of change.  Regular communication is mitigating 
this risk and will help ensure that people are kept informed of the project’s development 
to reduce uncertainty. 
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Good consultation will help avoid the danger of setting things off only for nothing further 
to happen.  Setting milestones and breaking the project into stages will also be important 
here.  The project team will need to maintain the project in people’s minds without over-
hyping it. 
 

13. SWOT analysis of options 

 

Strengths  
 The people involved and the 

leadership.  
 Making a small surplus already – 

potential to grow with the 
development of a project.  

 No major repair work needed.  
 

Weaknesses  
 Not much money to develop or to 

match-fund any project. 
 Lack of on-site car parking.  

Opportunities  
 The developments in the local area 

present a major opportunity.  
 Opportunities for church to help 

meet a range of needs in the local 
community.  

 Capturing growth from the high 
number of baptisms, funerals, 
weddings held at the church.  

 Potential new audiences e.g. 
traveller community.  

 Advertising hoarding on the church 
boundary which is visible to the train 
line, building on the Christmas 
nativity scene. 
 

Threats  
 Bringing the congregation along with 

the project and ensuring they retain 
some level of ownership.  
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Appendix A: St John’s, Darlington 

Background Research Notes 
 

General Information 

LOCATION 

St John’s is located immediately to the east of the ‘town centre’ fringe in Darlington, Co 
Durham:  http://www.britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/en-110669-church-of-st-john-the-
evangelist-/map#.VTokV5M8qXw 

http://www.darlington.gov.uk/media/88406/key-diagram-may-2011-.pdf 

NB the church is located close to the three principal ‘Areas for Regeneration and 
Improvement of Existing Housing’ within the Darlington Core Strategy May 2011:  Town 
Centre; Central Park; Town Centre Fringe. 

The church is within Bank Top Ward, Darlington – one of 24 wards in the town, and one of 
the 4 most deprived. 

https://lis.darlington.gov.uk/profiles/profile?profileId=17&geoTypeId=18&geoIds=E05001
553 

TRANSPORT LINKS 

Darlington has good transport links by rail (East Coast Mainline), road (A1M) and air 
(Durham Tees Valley Airport).  This accessibility, together with the market town character 
of Darlington is seen as a major draw for high quality employment.  Council sees 
Darlington as ‘ideally placed to enhance its quality tourism offer’ (Core Strategy), as 
‘gateway’ to the Tees Valley and NE region generally. 

Economically the area is moving away from an historic reliance on manufacturing to a 
more diverse base, including specialist engineering, service sector, public sector 
employment.  

POPULATION  

Darlington population, c. 106k (2011 data) from Darlington Core Strategy: 
http://www.darlington.gov.uk/media/88405/corestrategy.pdf 

For Bank Top - population of 4k 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

Ageing population, driven by declining birth rate and out-migration of young well-
educated adults. Big variations in life chances, quality of life, and life expectancy across 
wards with central wards most deprived.  Data for 2010 show that the proportion of 
LSOAS in very poorest 5% as well as most affluent 20% rose vs previous period.  
https://www.teesvalleyunlimited.gov.uk/media/50728/index_of_multiple_deprivation_20
10.pdf 

(From Sustainable Strategy Report – ‘One Darlington Perfectly Placed’):  Poverty 
Reduction Enquiry Group report, ‘The Scope of Poverty in Darlington’ (Nov. 2013) found 
that 11,000 working age adults, 4,500 children aged 0-17 (over 20% of all children in 
Darlington) and 3,000 pensioners are living in households that are below the official 
‘poverty line’(i.e. with household incomes 60% or more below national median earnings). 
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Low wages as well as unemployment is a cause – nationally, 66% of households below the 
poverty line have at least one person in work.’ 
 

For Bank Top Ward: 

‐ Large percentage in older age ranges.  Concerns about health and social care of 
ageing population. From ward profile:  ‘Figures taken from the mid-year population 
projections, show that Darlington's population structure is changing, and by 2031 it 
is estimated that the 60+ age band in general will experience the greatest 
increases; 85+ in particular, with 65-74 following closely. The numbers of residents 
in their 50s is actually projected to decrease by 2031.’ 

‐ Life expectancy 73.5 yrs vs Darlington average of 77 (and England average of 78).  
Life expectancy for men, 69 yrs vs Darlington average of 75 & England 76.   

‐ Smoking significantly higher than Darlington average (38% vs Darlington 28%) 
‐ 28% binge drinkers recorded vs 25% for Darlington, and 18% for England as a whole. 
‐ Higher and rising percentage of people in Bank Top needing care vs Darlington 

(and higher still than England average).  
‐ Consistently higher rate of unemployment in Bank Top than across Darlington as a 

whole. 
- Rising population numbers of primary school age children (specifically 5-9 yrs), 

combined with poor Early Years educational attainment.  From ward profile: ‘At the 
other end of the scale, the 5-9 age band is also projected to experience a relatively 
large increase.’  Early Years educational attainment well below average for 
Darlington generally.  (Less marked issues with attainment at GCSE level.) 

 

Community Information 

http://www.darlington.gov.uk/media/362819/one_darlington_perfectly_placed.pdf 

NEEDS 

 Addressing widening inequality gaps across Darlington wards.  Bank Top one of 4 
most deprived.   
 

 Providing employment skills and training for those out of work or in low-paid jobs. 
 

 Need for health education for men?  See above regarding smoking & binge 
drinking generally, and life expectancy for men. 
 

 According to Darlington’s sustainable community strategy, mental health is a key 
priority for 2014-5 both as a cause and effect of poverty.   
 

 Need for provision of pre-school support?  See above re rising population 
numbers for 5-9yr age group, and poor Early Years educational attainment. 
 

 Concerns regarding Darlington’s ageing population.  Provision of services from 
existing charities:  e.g. Good Friends – Age UK, Darlington Partnership and 
Neighbourhood Watch enabling volunteers to offer support to others in the 
community; Growing Older Living in Darlington (GOLD) – enabling people over 50 
to be active in the community 
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 Low but sustained pressure for new housing, partly influenced by ongoing 
expansion and dispersal of service personnel from nearby Catterick garrison.  Core 
Strategy indicates target of 6k additional net housing to be provided 2011-2016.  
High proportion of older terraced housing that need refurbishing.  Focus of 
development to be on brownfield sites within central Darlington (Darlington ‘town 
centre’ (offices) and ‘town centre fringe’ (mixed use).  Regeneration seen as 
providing opportunity to tackle central Darlington deprivation. Council expresses 
strong commitment to environmentally sustainable development.   
 

OPPORTUNITIES 

 Developing the Railway heritage story  

Council run, Head of Steam Railway Museum 

http://www.darlington.gov.uk/leisure-and-culture/head-of-steam/ 

Links with local businesses including a number of specialist engineering firms in the town, 
including Cummins Engines, Whessoe, AMEC, Cleveland Bridge 

 Developing links with CPI’s National Biologics Manufacturing Centre 
Darlington New £38m development, opening Spring 2015 

http://www.uk-cpi.com/biologics/ 

This is part of a wider regeneration plan, Central Park.  (From Sustainable Community 
Strategy document (2008-16) One Darlington Perfectly Placed):   

‘Central Park is a 30 hectare flagship regeneration project for Tees Valley, adjoining the 
railway station and linked to the town centre by the Town Centre Fringe regeneration area. 
Already the home of Darlington College and Teesside University, Central Park will provide 
500 new homes, hotel and conference facilities, an iconic new park, office 
accommodation and new links to the railway station and town centre. 3,000 new jobs are 
projected….  
 
The real driver of growth, spinning-off new SMEs and jobs into Darlington, Tees Valley and 
the wider region, will be the National Horizons Centre, which will bring together the three 
emerging sectors – sub-sea, biologics and digital business innovation – in a single 
industry-education-technology partnership, with the facilities, expertise and people to 
meet the training and innovation needs of the new horizon industries and the ‘factories of 
the future’. The Central Park Business Incubator, under construction in 2014, will have a 
complementary role in facilitating new businesses emerging from this growth generator. 
Central Park and the National Horizons Centre meet an urgent local need for growth and 
jobs…’ 
 

The Central Park area is immediately to the north of St John’s.  The church is also 
immediately to the east of the other two regeneration zones, ‘Town Centre’ and ‘Town 
Centre Fringe’ 

 Building links with local Traveller community 

Council committed to accommodating local traveller community.  Neasham Road site 
(near location of St John’s) is listed in Core Strategy document as one of two existing 
sites.  Plan is to expand these, if necessary, before developing any new sites.  

END 
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Appendix B:  Further Guidance and Examples 
 

The Church of England’s National Stewardship and Resources team offers valuable 
information on all aspects of managing a parish church:  
http://www.parishresources.org.uk/ 

Please also refer to the Regeneration section of The Churches Conservation Trust 
website for advice and links to regeneration projects:   
http://www.visitchurches.org.uk/regenerationtaskforce/Usefullinks/ 

 

Additional information as follows: 

Heritage Needs and Opportunities 

The sustainability toolkit produced by the Prince’s Regeneration Trust provides a useful 
overview of best-practice management of heritage assets.  Written primarily for local 
authorities, it nonetheless provides valuable, practical advice for a range of organizations 
and community groups: http://www.princes-regeneration.org/resources/sustainability-
toolkit  

Brick is a Heritage-Lottery-Funded education programme designed by the Prince’s 
Regeneration Trust designed to help community groups ‘looking to start or progress a 
heritage regeneration project’. It offers a range of support including online resources, 
workshops and mentoring support.   http://brick-work.org/about-brick/what-is-brick/  

Church Care, the national Church of England resource centre for all those responsible for 
managing a church building, provides guidance on preparing a ‘Statement of Need’ 
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/guidance-advice/statements-of-significance-
need 

Example ‘Assessment of Significance’ for St Nicholas’ Chapel, King’s Lynn:  
http://www.visitchurches.org.uk/Assets/Regenerationdocuments/KingsLynnAssessment
ofSignificanceOct2011.pdf 

 

Community Needs and Opportunities 

-  Local consultation and communication 

NCVO (The National Council for Voluntary Organisations) provide s a range of practical 
advice for charities and volunteers, including advice on marketing and communications:   
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/practical-support/marketing-and-communications  

A village communication toolkit developed by Community First to support communities 
in Wiltshire and Swindon, includes discussion of the value of effective communication 
and as well as guidance on its implementation:  
http://www.communityfirst.org.uk/attachments/article/1619/Village%20communication
%20toolkit%20November%202012%20Version.pdf  

 

Capacity  

-   Developing an appropriate governance structure 
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Good Governance: a Code for the Voluntary and Community Sector, including legal 
requirements  - http://www.governancecode.org/  

Advice on setting up a Friends Group - http://www.nationalchurchestrust.org/involving-
people/setting-friends-group  

A Friends Scheme for a Parish Church -  http://www.parishresources.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/Friends_Scheme.pdf 

- Developing volunteer support 

Volunteer England Good Practice Bank http://www.volunteering.org.uk/goodpractice 
provides a one-stop shop for volunteers and volunteer managers looking for advice and 
information about how to support volunteering 

For advice on volunteer recruitment:  
http://knowhownonprofit.org/people/volunteers/recruiting 

Locality volunteering e book - http://locality.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Volunteers-
eBook.pdf  

Brick presentation on recruitment and management of volunteers based on National 
Trust project.  Involving volunteers: http://brick-work.org/resource/involving-volunteers-
24-june-2015/ 

 

Adaptability 

Please see The Churches Conservation Trust website for a variety of case studies: 
http://www.visitchurches.org.uk/Aboutus/Regeneratingcommunities/Projectsexampleso
fourregenerationwork/ 

 

Project Vision, Ideas and Options 

-  Developing ideas 

Enhancing heritage and securing financial viability through innovative design: http://brick-
work.org/resource/enhancing-heritage-and-securing-financial-viability-through-
innovative-design-24-june-2015/  

Ideas to options: http://brick-work.org/resource/ideas-to-options-video-22-may-2014/  

- Developing activities/interpretation 

Heritage Lottery Fund Activity Plan guidance - http://www.hlf.org.uk/activity-plan-
guidance#.VZ_Mxv5FChM  

Heritage Lottery Fund Interpretation guidance - http://www.hlf.org.uk/interpretation-
guidance#.VYghvvlViko 

 

- Developing audiences 

Communicating your project, attracting new audiences: http://brick-
work.org/resource/communicating-your-project-attracting-new-audiences/ 

Marketing your attraction to visitors (page 9 onwards for practical tips): http://brick-
work.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/150624_WS12_Marketing_P2.pdf 
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Funding Potential 

Powerpoint presentation by Prince’s Regeneration Trust Development Director providing 
an overview of different forms of fundraising: http://brick-work.org/resource/effective-
fundraising-13-may-2015/  

http://brick-work.org/resource/how-to-fundraise-from-private-sources-guide/ includes 
additional links and further reading suggestions. 

 

People Resources 

[please see ‘Capacity’ section above for ‘volunteer-related’ links] 

- Advice on accessing the best professional help  

 http://brick-work.org/skills-finding-help-for-heritage-regeneration-projects/  

http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/advertising-for-professionals 

 

Income Potential 

-  Developing a Business Plan 

Business Plan Toolkit powerpoint presentation - http://brick-
work.org/resource/business-planning-18-march-2015/ 

Full guide (including case studies) produced by the Churches Conservation Trust and 
Brick: http://www.visitchurches.org.uk/regenerationtaskforce/Businessplantoolkit/ 

 ‘Meanwhile’ uses – How to keep your building alive and generate income.  Presentation 
based on Wilton Music Hall, London: http://brick-work.org/resource/meanwhile-uses-
how-to-keep-your-building-alive-and-generate-income-3/    

 

Risk assessment 

Please see general overview provided on Parish Resources website, with links to worked 
examples:  http://www.parishresources.org.uk/pccs/managing-risk/ 
 


